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student turnout in ASUOP presidential election

7AMAKKKV
ZAMANSKY

and
Welty's presidential ticket brings victory with a slim four vote margin

ews Editor
3a n Borlick and Megan
Kelty came out barely ahead
vin in last week's ASUOP
(Iction over Jason De'ak
jjid Carrie Fox for the presi
dential and vice-presidential
^Ces.
I Perhaps the closest eleci in UOP history, Borlick
Welty came out ahead
/four votes. Out of a total
990 registered voters, only
101 voted.
Borlick and
'elty received 180 of those
otes to win.
-"This is just a conformaori that there doesn't
vays have to be a blowout
every election," said
orlick, "and that every vote
ally does count."
Vice-president elect Welty
fras proud of the fact that

—i.„ were taking
, i • own
"students
ership" for their votes.
Between the years 1996
and 1998, voter turnout
averaged exactly 675. This
year, voter turnout was 274
total votes less than that
average.
"When you add more and
more elections," commented
Borlick, "people tend to lose
interest and this may have
affected this year's turnout."
A low voter turnout also
affected
senator
ticket
results, too. Seven out of the
possible 11 senator positions
were left vacant. These
spots included two openings
for Senator At Large,
Schools of Conservatory, of
Education, of Engineering,
of International Studies, and
of University College.
Those who won seemed

Chante
Lune, a
senior
Pacific
student,
casts her
vote
for the
ASUOP
general
elections
last week.

See Election, page 4

Votes received by successful ASUOP
presidential candidates since 1996. (Vote)
margin between nearest competitors.

Election results overturned?
DOUG HINKLE
Asst. News Editor

Jason De'ak and Carrie Fox
who ran in last week's general
elections and lost have filed a
complaint with ASUOP over
the Election Committee's han
dling of the presidential and
senatorial elections. They want
the election results to be void
ed.
President-elect Dan Borlik
said that, "I don't think Jason
would be contesting this elec
tion if the outcome had been
different."
Last week's election had the
lowest turnout of registered
student votes in the past threeyears. Out of 2990 students,
only 13 percent voted. In the
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special election held a week
earlier, 27 percent voted,
which was in fact a higher
turnout than any of the last
three general elections.
De'ak and Fox's criticism of
the election committee is that it
failed to publicize the general
elections as called for in its
charter. An ad was placed in
The
Pacifican
by
the
Communication
Affair's
Commissioner, but De'ak and
Fox describe it as a "small
blurb."
The election code in regards
to this matter says, "All
polling dates, times and loca
tions shall be published in the
campus newspaper the week
prior to each election." Any
requirement for the size of the
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ad is not mentioned. They also
claim that the locations of the
polling places wasn't posted
either.
The special election on
Initiative A was also cited as a
reason for contesting the elec
tion. According to the letter,
the "proximity of the these two
elections to each other serious
ly impacted voter turnout."
A third reason was that
some people were turned
away from voting, because
they didn't have their spring
sticker on the back of the
ASUOP card. De'ak and Fox
claim that this requirement
was unnecessary since each
voting site has a current list of
eligible voters.

Today in History
In 1974, Henry "Hank"
Aaron hit the 715th home
run of his career, breaking
Babe Ruth's record
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College Headlines
Students question Jewish studies
curriculum at U. Florida
Independent Florida Alligator
(U. Florida)

March

25,- March
1999
31, 1999

PREPARED BY JERRY L. HOUSTON

Mar 27-28
Mar 29
Mar 31
Mar 31
VANDANLISM
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DUI driver arrested

•lie Safety officers provided 92 hours of foot patrol,
provided 6 escorts, assisted 6 standard motorists
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GkpHA+WlOft pLASMA=CASH COMPENSATION FOR YOU*

In the fight against a worldwide plasma shortage,
Alpha Therapeutic in Stockton is here to meet the
demand. Your iifesaving blood plasma can
ensure that products are available to hospitals and
medical facilities around the world. By donating
with Alpha, you can help save the lives of
many while you earn up to $145.0 0/month
or more by using our buddy referral system.
N^OHUS TlCKEt

^ a - rn $15.00.cash for every qualifying
bring in. Students present
thi? ad Ajong with your student ID and
receive a $5.00 bonus on your first visit.
(Yoiuriust qualify to donate.)
Plasma Donatforfcenter
429 E. March Ln. #F
Stockton, CA 95204
(209)477-8632

.. Center Hours:
Mon-Fri 8:00 - 4:00
S a t 9:00 -3:00

New Donors

Accepted-

Mon-Fri 8:00 - 3- ou
Sat 9:00-2:00

allow 2 m hours

for f i r s t d o n a U o r i
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Crossroads program to be
used in classroom
KRISTEN HUTMACHER
Staff Writer

Van Borlik and Megan Welty will know for sure on Tuesday

Re-election tabled
DOUG HINKLE
Asst. News Editor

The decision on whether or
not to void the General
Election
(see
Election
results...on page 1) and hold a
re-election has been delayed
to
next Tuesday night.
Senator Heather Reed, of the
school of Business, was in
Opposition to the decision
' being held off for a whole
week.
"The sooner we get this
done, the better." said Reed. "
The students need to know
who their President and VicePresident are. " Reed also said
'tha! holding off the decision
las unfair to Dan Borlik,
egan Welty, Jason De'ak
and Carrie Fox.
Attorney General Brian

Salazar had infonned VicePresident Dare King that
because
the
violations
weren't posted twenty-four
hours before the meeting any
vote that Senate took would
n't be valid. Therefore the
issue was tabled until Senate,
the Election Committee and
the participants could attend.
According to the election
code's rules, the violations
need be posted forty-eight
hours before any decisions
can be made. King also ques
tioned if the Senate could
make an educated guess this
soon after the election viola
tions were made public.
The first three hours of of
the ASUOP meeting were
devoted to budget hearings
for the various clubs and
organizations on campus.

Commencement
changes made
DOUG HINKLE
Asst.News Editor

1999's
Graduation
Commencement has under
gone a couple of changes in
its time and location. The
Student Leadership Awards
ceremony has been moved
from two o'clock to three.
The Raymond Great Hall
is now being used, instead
of the Regent's Dining
Room.
"The event has become
increasingly more success
ful," explained John Stein,
executive assistant to the
president. "Changing the

location makes it easier to
accomodate more people."
For the All-University
Convocation, graduates will
come down the three aisles
but they need not be in
alphabetical order.
Faculty may also walk
with the graduates as they
make their way to the stage.
The graduates and their
families have been invited
to a reception at President
DeRosa's home.
If there are more changes
to this schedule, informa
tion will be released as it is
made available.

High, the 80s dance, and
The students are asked
others. Mocktails are served questions such as "Do you
at all these events.
think that UOP is a party
Most people on campus
As a part of the proposed school?" The comments are
are probably familiar with new Alcohol Policy, the coming from the students.
the Crossroads Prevention Crossroads program is now
Simon-Rossetto stressed
|Program. RunbyTikka
working with faculty the importance of getting
• Simon-Rossetto,
the
to "put prevention students' opinions on these
major goal of the pro
into the curriculum," issues, then educating the
gram is peer education
as Simon-Rossetto students and faculty about
training for presenta
said, using what the potential new policy.
tions around campus.
Dean
Barr
has
Students
are
also
Students are trained to
referred to as "cur- informed of what resources
be able to go to the T einum,
ricular infusion."
are available to help, such as
dorms and do presen- d
ff
Educators
from how to help a friend who
tations about alcohol
Crossroads
have has an alcohol problem.
and drugs.
been into 15 Mentor U class
The Mentor professors
Through the Pacific Life es to talk with the students were usually not in the
Club, alcohol-free activities about prevention, and han classroom while the peer
are run, such as Natural dling college issues.
See Classroom, page 4

Santa Clara University
Undergraduate
Summer Session 99
• Challenging and Engaging Faculty
• Affordable TUitlon at $145 per
Undergraduate Unit
• Open Enrollment and Eaay Tranafer
of Moat Unlta
• 3. 5, or 10 Week Session# —
Day and Night Couraea
• One year of O-Chem or
• Study Abroad Cou
England, Italy A Trlnl
MOM
SESSION
SESSION
SESSION

It
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SESSION VJ

alee In 9 Weeka
, Cuba.

J una 17-July 23. 1
July 26-August 31, 1999
Juoa 14-August 13. INS
Jun* 17-August 31. 1J99
Study Abroad (

408-55
54pS3l
Can mow toriHlOfW WlWTrlSilOBCE I
s INI Summsr Catalog or • maa >
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UOP to start telemarketing
ALEX ZAMANSKY
News Editor

The Office of Admissions
has instituted a new tele
marketing program that
will start this semester and
be put into full effect at the
beginning of next semester.
The program, according to
Damon Fugett, an admis
sions outreach officer, "will
help to promote UOP to
perspective students."
To help advise and guide
this new program, Pacific
brought in Noel-Levitz, an
international
consulting
company that works with
thousands of colleges each
year. According to Steven
Okuley, senior consultant
for Noel-Levitz, "perspec
tive college students are
becoming increasingly more
selective in choosing where
they want to attend college."
The program will begin

THE PACIFICAV
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Continued from page 3

educators were there. That
way, Simon-Rossetto said,
students would feel more
comfortable talking to the
educators about the differ
ent questions they had, or
issues they were curious
about.
Caroline Cox, a professor
> in the history department,
5 teaches one of the Mentor
|classes that the Crossroads
|
educators came to.
She was not in the class
(right to left) Steven Okuley, Damon Fugett and Roger Swanson.
room while the peer educa
by starting with the hiring decision in choosing where tors were there, but she
of 14 UOP students to act as to earn their degree," said
"telecounselors" for those Okuley.
perspective students inter
"This program has great
ested in attending Pacific. potential to make UOP Continued from page 1
Students will work from stand out in the marketplace to win by virtue of default.
Sunday through Thursday as the place to go to for These
included
Ken
totalling 10.5 hours.
higher education," said Doolittle for Senator At
The reason for the univer Fugett. To apply for a tele Large, Berta Hernandez for
sity instituting this program marketing job, call (209) Business Senator, Joseph de
is to "help perspective stu 946-2211 and ask for Damon Vera for COP Senator, and
dents become more aware Fugett.
Vithary Chea for Pharmacy
and therefore make a better
Senator.

Election.

ward if they thought it J;
helpful.
Most, Cox said, agreed j
was a positive experienc*
When asked what sh
thought of Crossroads in th
classrooms, she said tha
Mentor II is all about creat
ing a policy-and shaping
one. "It seemed to fit per
fectly with Mentor II."
"Faculty are in a positi*
to be positive influences
Simon-Rossetto finishe
Together, the faculty and tl
Crossroads program a
working to create a positn
academic atmosphere.
"This should be a lesson
to the whole campus,"
said ASUOP Advisor Greg
Lehr. "One student vote
can really make a differ
ence." Lehr admitted that
he had never seen any
thing like this in the four
teen years he has been
with Pacific.

Wmk
I..

«

Students are encouraged to nominate themselves, or friends, they

I—

feel qualify for the 1999 Robert R. Winterberg Outstanding Graduate
Senior Award. The award was established in October 1989 through
the generous donations of alumni and friends in recoj
Winterberg's nearly forty years of service to the University as its
•

-

||

||i|pf

'

chief financial officer. This award is for UOP students graduating
with their first degree. Students who already hold a '

* *

degree or above are not eligible for this award.
Nominations require a letter
how the
the qualifications stated to the right and

a one-page biographical sketch.

f Jaajlfpfc.

Nominations should be submitted to:
Karen Belden
Budget Office - University Finance Center
All Nominations must be received by Friday, April 16, 1

in 1VV8 the awsm
in the amount of
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Is a dry campus safe for students?
Recently there has been
much discussion about mak
ing Pacific a dry campus
where alcohol may not be
served even at registered
parties. This idea is not one
which seems exceptionally
unsound. After all, it is ille
gal for many of the students
at UOP to consume alcohol
(those under age 21), and the
Pacific certainly doesn't want
to condone any illicit behav
ior. Since people first learned
the art of brewing, alcohol
has been related to unwanted
pregnancies, STDs, and
senseless fighting. Alcohol
changes people's behavior,
numbs the senses, and can be
lethal if consumed in mass
quantities. Often times when
People drink they look back
°n their behavior as embar
rassing or even detrimental.
For these reasons it is no sur
prise that there have been
some suggested changes in
Pacfic alcohol policy.
One of the proposed

changes involves outlawing drinking problem. It is
alcohol in the communal ridiculous to say that stu
areas of fraternity houses. dents will settle for the pro
The reason that alcohol was posed change, which is that
originally allowed in frater the dining services will pro
nity houses is that the drink vide food and non-alcoholic
ing age used to be 18. When beverages . This type of reg
it was raised to 21, the alco istered fraternity party
hol rules were not updated to would be about as popular as
coincide with the new drink the mocktail parties in the
ing age law. In
Tiger Lounge.
If
addition, many of
It is safest for
students
the national fra . . . ,
. . , were forced to
ternities
are students to drink leave the cam
implementing a
pus to drink,
on campus,
students
would
new policy which
whether it is
be put in a dan
outlaw
would
legal or not.
gerous situaalcohol in their
houses. Two of""«™^^™ —— tion. The city of
the Pacific fraternities, how Stockton is not known for its
safe streets and thug-free
ever, are local.
Despite all the harmful parks. If a bunch of Pacific
effects of alcohol, college stu students left the campus to
dents will drink, whether drink because of strict alco
they are 18 or 21. The drink hol laws, drunk driving
ing age law is one which is might also be involved. It is
ignored by most students, safest for students to drink
and prohibiting alcohol from on campus, whether it is
being served in fraternities legal or not.
will do little to lessen the
The current system seems

to be working fairly well. All
students at registered frater
nity parties are monitored by
public safety, because their
names are on a list. In addi
tion, these students are in a
safe environment where pub
lic safety can break up fights
and prevent unwanted and
potentially dangerous guests
from entering the parties.
The Pacific administration
should implement an alcohol
policy which is in the best
interest of the students. The
first concern of our adminis
trators should be the stu
dents, not what the national
fraternities are doing or what
the legal drinking age is.
Laws involving alcohol
change so often in this coun
try it is difficult for colleges
to keep up with them.
Perhaps our policy makers
here at Pacific should take
the students and their safety
into consideration before
they make any changes.

Pacifican editorals represent the view's of a majority of the newspaper editors. What's your view? Mail us a letter, or drop one off at our office on the
third floor of Hand Hail, or e-mail us at padfican@uop.edu. All letters must be signed and include a telephone number.
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Regional Campus Recycling Question of the week
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Should UOP ban alcohol in the fraternities?
"No, because
they've allowed
alcohol in the frats
for so many years
that it would be
hard to try to get
rid of it/'
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It's due time for recycling
Dear Editor,

COMPILED BY JOE DEVERA

and we can do better. UOP n't have campus-wide recy
ranks well behind other cling. Riots aren't the
As a UOP freshman in the schools in our region such as answer, but speaking up
fall of 1995, one of the first Stanford and UC Davis. In
with a common voice is.
things I noticed, in addition fact, on the issue of campus
How can you support
to what a beautiful campus recycling, UOP ranks no
bringing campus-wide recy
we have, was the lack of a higher than second in
cling to UOP? ASUOP, RHA,
real campus-wide recycling Stockton,
behind
San COPA,
and
STAND
program. It blew me away Joaquin Delta College which
(Students Taking Action
then, as it still does, but I has a tremendous campusDirectly) have all been
was so busy with classes wide recycling program.
working on recycling at
and activities that it just The profits from recycling
wasn't a concern of mine. I benefit a student scholar some time over the past few
years. You can talk with
try to keep quiet about ship fund.
someone
you
know
things unless I'm willing to
We aren't a state-support involved in one of these
step up and do something ed school like Delta or UC
about them. But I realized I Davis, but I don't think we campus groups. Members of
don't want to graduate from should expect less of Pacific. STAND have been in
UOP without saying some The first week of this semes McCaffrey Center most
thing about recycling and ter, I spoke with a key mem Thursdays at noon this
semester with a petition,
the environment.
ber of the administration I and the only commitment
I have talked with dozens found out that with vision
of people at Pacific about and follow through, Pacific necessary is that you sign
how they feel about recy could make a real change on your name. The important
cling, and the vast majority campus, but only with the thing is that people start
talking and asking ques
of them, from students to student
body
working tions. That's how all great
faculty and staff, feel that together with the student
the benefits of making recy government and the admin movements begin, with a
cling a reality at UOP would istration. Many of us as stu small group of individuals.
Unless we take this first,
be well worth the effort dents are quick to blame the
needed to get things off the administration and our stu basic step, UOP will contin
ue to lag behind other col
ground.
dent government for not leges and universities in
Hats off to COP, the edu making recycling a priority.
cation department, Grace But should it be when stu environmental awareness.
Covell, Cowell
Health dents speak up only every As we approach the year
years since
Center, and others on cam now and then? A friend of 2000, 30
pus that are committed to mine who goes to college California's first Earth Day,
reducing
the
negative back east was shocked when there will never be a better
impact on the environment I told her about recycling at time than now. If we care
by recycling. But our role as UOP' She said in all serious deeply about the earth, let's
a university and in forming ness that at her school, not wait any longer to do
something about it.
citizen-leaders is to be a
Wooster College, there
model to the community, would be "riots" if they did
Sincerely,

Lisa Murphy
Freshman
"It's college. We
only do it once, so
we should try to
have the time of
our lives."

"No, because a lot
of people go to the
fraternities because
of the alcohol. It's
better to go to
fraternities than
drink in your dorm.'
Malia Lyles
"No, because it's a
magnet for students,
and the fact that
there's nothing to
do in Stockton
but to party."
Senior
7 think fraternities
should set their
own drinking
guidelines."
Chris Hoffman

For our view on this topic, see
the Editorial on page 5.

o
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College tours on campus
JOSEPH DE VERA
Staff Writer
Almost every day student
tour guides take small and
large groups of parents, stu
dents, and teachers throughout
campus. They have a set path,
weaving in and out of build
ings and residence halls and
explaining the rich history of
the university. At the end of the
tour, these groups are provided
with free lunch at Elbert or
Grace Covell Dining Hall.
Pacific tours help to sell the
school. They use the campus
itself to market Pacific, and
tours are very effective at doing
so. Student guides have been
doing a good job of personaliz
ing their tours and providing
additional information that
heir script does not include. In
general, tours encourage visit

ing students to value their edu
cation. By showing off Pacific,
potential students work even
harder to further their educa
tion in college.
Tours affect students and
parents in their decisions, but
do tours really affect the deci
sions of high school freshmen
or those who are in middle
school? Some tours have
included younger age groups,
like those in middle school. But
are the tours really effective in
convincing these young teens
to come to Pacific? Most high
school students aren't serious
about their college choices until
their junior year. A good hand
ful of high school students
don't even have an intended
major until they attend the
school. In addition, is the uni
versity's reputation and history
that meaningful to these kids?

Many Pacific students who eat
in the dining halls get upset
whenever there are large tour
groups that take up all the
tables. The food lines are long,
and students get very impa
tient. It's not that giving tours
to younger groups is wrong.
The question is whether these
tours have an effect on them.
Admissions should focus more
on targeting the older high
school students— juniors and
seniors. It's an important time
in their lives, and they feel the
pressure of writing a good
essay, getting good SAT scores,
and maintaining a steady and
high GPA. High school stu
dents go through these things
to impress the university. The
university must respond back
by impressing these students
through professional, personal
ized, and effective tours.
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Greek stereotypes
KEVIN QUINN
The Lantern (Ohio State
y\
I can hear you asking,
"Why is a fraternity stereotype acceptable?" It's a good
question. I know wonderful
people, with open, liberated
minds, who can't resist a
good frat put-down. After all,
you hear stories in the news
about drinking and hazing in
fraternities, and I see lots of
people all dressed in preppv
clothes. Personally, I feel that
most people get their idea of
fraternity and sorority life
from movies like Animal
House and PCU.The image is
one of young people drinking
at all hours, failing classes
and pulling juvenile pranks.
This isn't something I've
actually seen in real life.

Fraternities and sororities are
the only student groups that I
know of that set minimum
grade point standards for
members. In order to join,
you must have good grades,
and keep those grades in
order to stay active. No other
group, except for maybe professional honoraries, do this,
Many open-minded, liberal people use unfair stereotypes and premature judgments to characterize memhers of fraternities and soronties. These groups are picked
on and made tire scapegoats
for anti-alcohol campaigns,
and for those who feel tire
urge to pick on somebod y
else, without having their
own motives examined. You
can't truly be liberal or openminded unless you judge
ALL groups fairly.

•OPINION
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The Weekly Rant

Kosovo and the air
strike peace accords
SCOTT SWITZER
Staff Writer

In what appears to be the
most nonsensical statement
made this century, a NATO
spokesman said last week that
the air strikes against Milosevic
were necessary to convince
him to talk peace. HUH?
In order to get this man to
talk peace, we are forced to
launch cruise missiles at his
country. Does this not make
sense to anyone else? If this is
the plan, I have a few doubts
about this joint air assault.
Please do not misunder
stand my intentions. I have no
problem with the air strikes. In
fact it was just three weeks ago
that I was calling for some
legitimate action to be taken. It
__ 9

was.
Shortly after that, an uniden
tified person questioned my
article, saying that there was
no way I could compare Hitler
to Milosevic, because Hitler's
actions took place in Europe.
Well unidentified person,
after NATO representatives
pulled out of Kosovo in prepa
ration of air strikes, Milosevic
sent armed soldiers door to
door slaughtering Albanian
families because they were
Albanian. This is a blatant
attempt at ethnic cleansing, or
genocide. These are the same
terms used to describe Hitler,
so what say you now?
It is never good to see a con
flict result in bloodshed, but it
is good to see that NATO has
finally stood up and taken a

stand. It was to the point that
Milosevic was pushing NATO
around, having his way with
him. This sounds like a certain
middle-eastern leader and cer
tain UN Nuclear Inspections
teams.
Milosevic should not be in
not
rpower,• and hopefully will
1U nui
vv

continue to be after NATO's
assault. Hopefully he sees the
true light, the error of his ways,
before he sees the light of a
cruise missile coming through
the air shaft of his bomb shel
ter.
Now that the action has
been
hope
uceii taken,
ictKeii, we can only
oniy nope

that Milosevic will opt to ta
peace under threat of havin
his country brought dowi
around his ears. As it is, we cai
only hope that the hundreds o
thousands of Albanians fleeinj
to surrounding countries wil
have something left to return t<
atter this is all over.
over
after

Pi Kappa Alpha responds to Omega Phi Alpha
TDear Editor,

involved Pike's pledge pro
the fraternity who understand
gram is are the brothers and the how important student sup
pledges. As with other fraterni port is. We have friends on
ties on campus, there are plen many athletic teams who
ty of rumors that circulate deserve our support, and we
about their pledge programs. are more than willing to give it
And as the other fraternities to them.
would probably agree, these
Second, the age of our
rumors tend not to be true. I house has nothing to do with
can, however, assure you that any aspect of our pledge pro
our pledge program is very gram. The Pi Kappa Alpha
involved. We prefer to focus on
scholarship, leadership, athleti
cism, and gentlemanly con
duct. One way we do this is
through campus involvement.
We also have a lot of athletes in
r > : i — — i — 1 _

I am writing in response to
the recent letter written by
Ryan Harsch of Omega Phi
Alpha. In his letter, Mr. Harsch
responded to the editorial from
the March 4 issue of The
Pacifican. In it he says that the
reason for Pike's support of the
women's basketball program is
that Pike "probably doesn't
have such an involving pledge
program due to the fact that
they are a fairly new house."
First of all, the only people
who would know how

Now Serving in Lincoln Center
Outstanding San Francisco Italian
Continental Cuisine
Charbroiled Steaks, Fresh Fish &
Seafood, Veal, Chicken & Pasta
Dishes, Plus Sauteed Delights
Daily Specials • Cocktail Lounge
Plenty of Parking
LUNCH Mon. - Sat. from 11:00 AM DINNER
7 days a week

236 Lincoln Center

951-2980

. 1

,

.

International Fraternity has
been in existence since 1868.
The same values that were
taught to the pledges over one
hundred years ago are taught
today. We feel that we have a
very developed and rigorous
program that reflects what our
founders would have hoped
for.

Sincerely,
Damion Martin

Editors note: The letter
printed in the March 4th issue
of The Pacifican was signed by
Keith Mcintosh, but was actu
ally written by Ryan Harsch.
We apologize for any confu
sion this may ha caused our
readers.

Come spend
bme fun evenings
at RED LOBSTER.
Wednesday nights , join
in on our KARAOKE.

(from 8pm to 12am)
Red Lobster
2283 W. March In
Stockton Ca. (473-2420)

T H E

P A C I F I C A N

ME T R O

RANDI KAY STEPHENS
METRO EDITOR
METRO@THEPACIFICAN.COM

University
plans
annual
Founders
Day

Cancer survivors
celebrate life
Fashion show features cancer
survivors modeling positive attitudes

THE PACIFICAN

THE PACIFICAN

Thursday, April 22 will be
Founders Day. This event is
held in recognition of the
University's
landmark
patrons, alumnae, and UOP's
three founders, with the
theme, "Women at Pacific."
The celebration will begin at
noon with a service at Morris
Chapel. From the chapel, pub
lic relations students will be
giving short campus tours. A
luncheon will follow at the
Raymond Great Hall, with
keynote
speaker
and
University First Lady, Karen
DeRosa. Concluding the day
will be tours of all greek hous
es in fraternity and sorority
circles.
For more information,
please contact Dr. Kara Brewer
at 946-2501.
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Enjoying a spring afternoon, two children explore the
slide at Lincoln Elementary, a local Stockton school,

St. Joseph's Sister Mary
Regional Cancer Center is
hosting
'Surviving
Beautifully,' a fashion show
celebrating cancer sur
vivors.
Ten years ago a cancer
survivor suggested the
event as an opportunity to
feature cancer survivors
modeling positive attitudes
about living after a cancer
diagnosis.
From that initial conver
sation,
'Surviving
Beautifully' - was born.
This year the 10th annual
'Surviving
Beautifully'
Fashion Show will be held
at the Stockton Radisson on
Sunday, April 18 at 2:00
p.m. .
Last year's show featured
40 models and 500 people in
attendance.
The fashion show begins
at 2:00 p.m., immediately

Lifelong Learning

followed by a champagne
and dessert reception with
door prizes and a silent auc
tion. Tickets are $10 each
and are available at
Draper's and Damon's in
Lincoln Center or through
St. Joseph's Cancer Center,
461-6889.
Whether you are a cancer
survivor or know of some
one who is, plan to attend
an afternoon of hope, inspi
ration, and fun that will for
ever be etched in your
memory.

Surviving Beautifully
Sunday, April 18
2:00 pm
Price: $10 each
Tickets available from:
Draper's and Damons
280 Lincoln Center
952-1597
St. Joseph's Cancer Center
461-6889

...

How many students use
Croupwise for e-mail?

Course to teach film criticism

Out of the 53 people polled during
March 29 - April 2, 28 recipients
revealed that Groupwise is not the
e-mail service that they use.

So when was the last time
you went to see a movie?
Have you considered the
impact movies have on your
life? Do you realize many film
makers have their own agenda
on how they want to portray
life? Have you ever enjoyed or
hated a film so much you actu
ally wanted to write about it?
If so, then "Film Criticism" is a
course to consider. This course
offers an introduction to the
fine art of film criticism, and
will teach you how to put your
ideas, feelings, and critical
insights into a piece of writing

YES: 48%

BUD SWANSON
Guest Writer

that other people may want to
read. A variety of films will be
viewed, ranging from such
contemporary classics as
"Pretty Woman," "Terminator
2," or "Pulp Fiction" to films
that have stood the test of time
like "Some Like It Hot,"
"Ciltizen
Kane,"
or
"Stagecoach." This class will
be held on Tuesdays and
Thursdays, April 13,15,20,22,
and 27, from 6-9p.m. Cost is
$134 for one extended educa
tion (elective) unit, and counts
toward a film minor.
Another film course is "The
Adolescent in Film" scheduled
for Saturday, April 17, 24 and
May 1 from 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.

It is designed to explore the
psychosocial issues of early,
middle and late adolescence,
and the transition to adult
hood as expressed in modern
film using the Erikson model
of human development. Three
films such as "Stand By Me,"
"Dead Poets Society" and
"Good Will Hunting," will be
viewed as a vehicle for illus
tration and discussion. Cost
for this one extended educa
tion (elective) unit course is
$85.
For more information on
these and other classes offered
through Lifelong Learning,
call 946-2424, or stop by
McConchie Hall.
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Swingin' fun time
from Crossroads
MEGAN MAYRY
Guest Writer

If you've ever been to a
Crossroads party, then you
know that those Peer
Educators sure know how
to throw a swingin' party.
From
the
Halloween
spooks at the Exotic Erotic
Bali to our favorite cool
moves at the Flashback to
the 80's Jam, Crossroads
does it all.
If you missed learning
row to dance at Natural
-ligh, but still want to
learn, make sure to check
out the free Swing Party
this Saturday, April 10th in
the Redwood Room from
9pm to lam.
The Swing Party will be
full of delicious snacks and

METRO.

everybody's favorite drink,
Mocktails.
The best part of course
will be the music. Four
hours of swing music that
is sure to get everyone jitterbugging around the
dance floor.
If you have always want
ed to learn how to swing
dance this is the perfect
time to learn. The Swing
Club will be there with
awesome
performances
and demonstrations that
will have you dancing like
an expert by the end of the
night.
So, grab all your friends
for a night out and come on
down to the Redwood
Room for the time of your
life. You'll have a swingin'
time at Crossroads.

Jhe Papict/-..

Prospectives to view campus

JANET
SCHELLHASE DIAL
Guest Writer

On Sunday, April 11, 1999,
the University of the Pacific
will host several hundred stu
dents and their families dur
ing what promises to be a day
filled with excitement and
enthusiasm! This annual
event sponsored by the Office
of Admissions involves every
facet of the university com
munity and will showcase
academic programs, athletics,
Residential Life and Housing,
the library, student life, study
abroad programs, financial
aid, and career and internship
services.

More than 2500 students
admitted to the university
were sent invitations, and
many of them plan to attend
to take another look at Pacific
before making a final decision
about where they will attend
college in the fall.
The Office of Admissions
would like to encourage all
current students, faculty, and
administrators to join in the
day by being friendly and
helpful to our campus visi
tors. This event is one of the
most important events of the
year, and it is with tremen
dous effort on the part of the
entire university that we are
able to showcase our campus
and its communities while we

assist these students and i
families.
In addition to the all da
event on Sunday, about l(j
students will spend the nigh
m our residence communitie
and attend class on Monda'
morning. This is an importan
day in the life of Pacific, and i
is our hope that you will job
us in assisting these student
in taking the "next step."
Please contact Manni
Darden or Damon Fuggett ii
the Office of Admissions il
you would like more infor
mation or if you would like ti
help during the event. Ca
946-2211 or e-mail us at edar
den@uop.edu
dfugett@uop.edu.

Monterey invites grads
THE PACIFICAN

Office by calling (831) 647- the languages and the eco
4123.
nomic, business, and politica
On Saturday, April 10, the
The Monterey Institute of systems of the world.
Community Service
Monterey
Institute
of International Studies enrolled
To pre-register for the fra
International Studies will approximately 750 students open house, students an
host an open house for this year. The Institute is at advised to call the Institute'
prospective students starting the forefront of international Admissions Office toll fre<
at 9:00 a.m. at the McCone education preparing students (800) 824-7235 or (831) 647
Building, 499 Pacific Street, for successful international 4100
or
e-mail
Monterey. Prospective stu careers in the private, public, admit@miis.edu. The hom
THE PACIFICAN
because SASF will take care dents can attend to learn nonprofit and educational
of all of the details of advis about academic programs, sectors. Students and faculty page may be found
http://www.miis.edu.
Now is the time to sign up ing the group.
research opportunities, facul share a common interest in
for a new campus group that
This is a great opportunity ty resources and the interna
will go into action next fall. to establish contacts in the tional atmosphere at the
Stockton Animal Shelter surrounding
community Institute.
Friends needs allies and and gain experience for
Students may learn about
UOP students can provide resume building. If you have faculty contact, financial aid,
the kind of support in num any questions you can con
campus environment, hous
bers they need.
V*
tact Heather Brandt at ing and the Monterey area.
UOP Connection will be a ASUOP or leave a message
Prospective students should
campus affiliation to SASF at 464-1579.
YOUR BANK FOR YOUR FUTURE
RSVP to the Admissions
and will help in adoptions,
recruitment, fundraising and
more. Even more exciting is
that the animals are the ones
that benefit from our efforts.
Anyone and everyone may
stop by the ASUOP office
and put their name and
Stop by one of our offices to discuss
number on a volunteer list
Credit Cards
that will be used to form the
campus group next fall.
Savings Accounts
Two extra-interested indi
viduals are needed to coAltaville
795-189
736-4655
Arnold
chaff the group and work
Columbia
with the SASF representa
536-5900
Groveland 962-430
tive. U.O.P. Connection is
839-272
Stockton
943-7400
Tracy
also in need of an on campus
http://www.paeificstatebank.com
advisor (faculty member) to
pacstate@aol.com
simply oversee activities
Member
FDIC

Man's best friend
needs your help

PacificStateBank

SOPOPIIYPPEMS

UOP STUDENT CHECKING
ACCOUNT - $3.00 per month
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Aloha to UOP

Greek
Life

THE PACIFICAN

Alpha Kappa
^
B
Lambda
Z
X Congratulations to
^ our newly initiated £
P brothers; the brother- ^
hood is glad to have
^ you. Remember as an
T AKL you are subject T
£ to a higher standard. X
^ Achieve what you p
strive for and stand 0
up for what is right, p.
N We look forward to a
0 future of comraderie O
II and endless good N
@ times. Good job guys! M

P

A

Alpha Kappa Phi
^
The Men of Alpha
T Kappa Phi, Archania, T
Y want to congratulate <J>
Q our Pledge Class of £
- 1999 for finishing. ^
" This group of men „
A have experienced the
I fire of Archania and ©
A will take her into the P
century, p
E 21st
Remember
that
^
V want to leave you
the .
house in a greater
© condition then when E
T you arrived. The *P
1 brotherhood
of O
M Archania wants to say ^
x. thanks to the Mary
M Graham
Children's ^
A Shelter and we hope A
K that they enjoyed the E
T Easter
baskets, vp
^ Everyone needs to j-j
P check our Social ^
Calendar for all of the "
A upcoming events that T
E will be going on in I
N April. Once again, £
Q roar on mighty ^
Archites.
g

n

n

0
p
1

A
E
V
EI
©
y
.
^

Delta Gamma
The Ladies of Delta IT
Gamma would like to 0
thank Phi Delta Theta y
for
a
fabulous .
exchange. We all had
a blast at the Warriors N
game. You studs rock! M
Hey, new members \
you're all rock stars in ^
Delta Gammaville.
r/-v tfll
We 1love
ya!

I z A T E O
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The University of the Pacific
Hawaii Club consists of about
60 members. It was formed to
help students from Hawaii
adjust to their new surround
ings. We try to spread the
"Aloha Spirit" throughout the
campus as well as the Stockton
community. We welcome all
who are interested in the
Hawaiian culture. We provide
many activities for our mem
bers such as trips to San
Francisco, Gilroy, and other
Hawaii Club events. Our
major event is an annual luau.
This year the 8th annual luau
will be held on April 16th in
the Alex G. Spanos Center at 6
p.m. We feature Polynesian
dance performances by our

club members.
A complete and
authentic
Hawaiian meal
will be served
which consists
of kalua pig,
teriyaki chicken,
lomi
lomi
salmon, white
rice macaroni
salad,
tossed
salad, and haupia
(coconut
gelatin dessert).
We are antici
pating a spec
tacular luau this
., , Hawaiian Club is never out-numbered in members or spini.
year because we
1
— —
are featuring Kapena, a profes awarded to lucky individuals.
sional band from Hawaii per The ticket prices are $20 for
forming Hawaiian music. In students and $25 for general
addition, door prizes will be admission. We hope to see

Internship Profile: Picturing a career

Intern developing his experience

JULIE DAVIS
Guest Writer

Scott Kaufmann doesn't
have a regular desk job. He
doesn't show his work in
terms of numbers or reports.
Kaufmann is a photography
intern at The Record.
Having three years of expe
rience as the Photo Editor of
UOP's own The Pacifican has
helped Kaufmann land a posi
tion working at Stockton's
daily newspaper. Kaufmann
is in charge of photography
for news stories and interest
pieces for The Record.
Scott has had many valu
able experiences three months
into his internship. Scott has
been on the scenes of breaking
news, and witnessed many
things most of us won't see
during
our
lifetimes.
Kaufmann states, "I've seen

j

more here the last few months
than I've seen the whole four
years I've been at UOP."
Kaufmann has been able to
directly relate skills learned in
his photography class to his
internship at The Record. His
internship enables him to link
the art focus of photography
learned at UOP, to his pho
tographs that capture real life
events.
Internships can be a great
mentoring experience, as well.
In the photography depart
ment of The Record, Kaufmann
works with five other photog
raphers and the Photo Editor.
Kaufmann states on the
value of his internship, "I
can't see myself gaining this
type of experience (in college)
any other way. Now I know
what I want to do when I
graduate."

Scott Kaufmann stays focused on the job.

SIGNATURE PHOTOGRA^T

^ Mother's Day Special
Bring mother and
get 1/2 off the
second drink
466-6333

Man - Fri 6am - do»c
Sat * Sun Sam - close

Expires May 20tb

STOCKTON'S PREMIERE PORTRAIT
ANO WEDDING STUDIO!
2541) Pacific Avenue, Suite I, Skicklon. CA "f52t)4
(209) 469-2448

Thursday
April 8, 1999
School of Education
Student s Association
Meeting
12:00 noon

Bernard School of
Education Building
Room 108

Friday
April 9, 1999

Sunday
April 11, 1999
Pacific Profile Day 1999
Sudent Activity Fair
11:30 am- 1:00 pm

Long Theatre Lawn

Folk Dance And Swing
7:00 - 9:00 pm
Call 847-4439

Campus Apolistic
Fellowship
Bible Study
7:00 pm

South West Dormitroy
Lobby
Evensong
5:30- 6:00 pm

Morris Chapel

Tuesday
April 13, 1999

Classifieds
GET THE HELL OUT OF
HERE!
Mexico,
the
Caribbean or Jamaica $250
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT: round trip. Hawaii $119
High sierra resort is hiring
one way. Europe $199 one
for all or part of summer.
way. Other worldwide desti
Salary + room and board.
nations cheap. Book tickets
Call (530) 676-1370.
online www.airtech.com or
(800) 575-TECH.
FUN AND MONEY it is pos
youi roiincH th iteciim
sible! Health and environ
WILLIAM J. STARACE
Chuopracfor
mental co. expanding in
Stockton. Call today for an
Initial Visit Free With UOP
Student/Faculty/Staff l.D.
exciting change in life. No
door to door or telemarket 4422 N "erst-.leg Ave Ste 0-9
Ofice (209) 477-9555
ing. Call Cliff (209) 478- SICCUS orj.r.7
7225.
O j — M f I I
n H .

Help Wanted

i
I

EUROPE $239 o/w ANY
TIME inl999! Hawaii $119,
Carib/Mexico $189 r/t!
Discount fares world wide!
Call:
800-834-9192
www.airhitch.org
(taxes
additional)

Second floor of the
McCaffrey Center

Spanos Center

The Pacifican still has various
ositions open for the Fail 1999
school year. Call
for more information.

Travel

an

Hawaii Club
8th Annual Luau
6:00 pm
Call 478- 2959 for more
information

South Campus Gym

8:00 pm

I

To

XOCHlHtbCO
CAf£

calendar evei
call Lara a
946-2115c

Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship Meeting

Z- Building East

ASUOP Free Legal
Services
5:30 - 7:30 pm
call 946-2233 for
appointment

email at

43 YEARS of QUALITY

"Mmn*fi'

Galtfbrnia. t

Wednesday
April 14, 1999

Breast of Chicken Sandwich
Marinated Carved from the Boite

ASUOP

From the Uajtclt to Us

Sa» Francisco's 8«t

Hamburger

We use 100% ground fresh ch,.

• '
The livestock is fed tfie purrs
natural feeds without the use o:
growth hormones or antibiotics

PRESENTS

Rotisserie Chicken
with Fresh Herts

Barbequed Beef Sandwich
front our Wood Burning Oven

minim
IT'S TIME TO GET RUSTIC AND WILD IN THE GREAT
(OUTDOORS, SO COME OUT AND ENJOY ALL THEFUNIII

mm if*

«.*. ra 9PM,(m

ml

All for the low price of...

Rotisserie Roasted
Breast of Turkey
Sandwich
BLT Sandwich
Hand cut Apple
Smoked Bacon

Now Serving

Fresh Pacific Red Snapper
Fish and Chips
Now Serving

Fresh Deep Fried Blue
Pacific Oysters
Freshly Steamed
Artichokes

Salads
(includes transportation, entrance ticket
lunch, and Ions of fun)

FINE MBOCAN CUISINE

! Fresh Squeezed Lemonade
MilkShakes
Made with Real
Ice Cream
"STOCKTON'S BEST"
FAST FOOD CAFE

MH-wmmumtmtmm
waiUMuewMm

1612 Pacific Ave.
463-6415
ATM. VISA, nkr0i<er & MaiierOtrJ_

I F I C A N
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Top Ten
Top Ten Lessons
Learned From
Watching Pro
Wrestling
10. No matter how much
they get away with it on
T.V., yelling "suck it" at
authority figures WILL land
you in jail
9. Seemingly well padded
turnbuckles are actually
very dangerous
8. Girlfriends simply don't
appreciate a good "figurefour leg-lock"
7. Good will always con
quer evil, especially if it's on
pay-per-view

The

Matrix'
surprisingly intriguing

_ .

.

.

.

*>

f

i

1

laic drama of a dismal cyber
space future. On the con
trary, "The Matrix" is an
intriguing
intellectual
The Matrix"
odyssey
combining
stimulat
•Science Fiction
ing
visual
imagery
and
artis
Starring: Keanu Reeves,
tic
action
sequences.
Laurence Fishbourne,
Thomas
Anderson
Carrie-Anne Moss, Joe
(Reeves) leads a double life.
Pantoliano, Hugo
During the day, he works as
having, and Julian
a computer software pro
Arahanga
grammer. At home, Thomas
is
"Neo," a hacker who is
-any Wachowski
"guilty of virtually every
kfe&R
computer crime there is a
iaaiion: 135 minutes
law for." Morpheus is a
••••
rebellion leader, a "terrorist"
of the world Neo knows. He
had never heard of the
contacts Neo because he
chowski Brothers before, ... _ M
.
is "the one" to
e ie\heir lesbian gangster film
. .
save
his mission. He entices
save h,s mlssl
na, but
1 W
as thor- Ngo
*md,"
was
but t
t£> taRe g red
m that
,
.
,
W1ll IHau
lu
fc
•ntly released movie "The Th
hout his ufe, Neo has
x- I have to cdnfess
»
truth eluded

1ELISSA DURKIN
taff Writer

XSStovL'lhe »«>

ftlm. i flgured that it
-J just be another one of
,e hollow special effects
ares, with all the formu-

«"

him. So, he takes the pill,
Ngo

awakes

tQ

a strange

reality. He is in a compart
ment of goo and technical
cords that are embedded

*
U a c n n n r o a l .
r P Q I Q t
ttorture,
O T
and resolve
inside
his body. He
soon real resist
their
own
fates. The battle
izes that he is surrounded by
millions of these compart always involves a race
ments. Neo is then transport against time.
This film is difficult to
ed to Morpheus' space ship.
Morpheus explains to Neo explain because it is com
that the nightmare he has plex. But the subject matter
awaken to is indeed no is not overly confusing. The
dream, but instead a reality plot is fairly straightfor
ward. The film will make
that he has been unaware of
his entire life. A race of artifi you, however, question reali
ty, morality, technology,
cial intelligent machines cre
rules,
and
limitations,
ates a virtual world for the
among
other
things.
It will
minds of humans to live in
challenge
your
mind.
while they use their impris
It will also challenge your
oned bodies for energy.
Humans have become batter eyes. There are great martial
arts exchanges, chase scenes,
ies of the future.
explosions.
Neo is reluctant to accept and
Unbelievably quick move
these revelations. The virtual
ments are followed by slow
world is all he has ever
known. But, Neo eventually motion ones. Everything is
choreographed to perfection.
understands
that
what
There is also an interesting
Morpheus says is true. He
fluidity between flesh and
joins Morpheus forces to
IJestroy ^'the "matrix", the matter The result is that all
computer generated dteam- your senses are simulated
worl'd. The group must fight
for the entire mo\ le.
Neo, although the protagSentient Agents in the
See Matrix, page 14
matrix, survive treachery,

6. Folding steel chairs are
just as convincing as a
valid, logical argument
S. No matter how near the
brink of unconciousness you
are, the chanting of your
name by 20,000 crazed
fans will lead you to victory
4. Getting an eighth grade
education is VERY impor
tant
3. Pre-match intimidation
speeches are acceptable,
but do not transfer well to
chess
2. "Tag-Team Action" does
not always refer to sex
I. All life's problems can be
simply and quickly resolved
inside a steel cage

Compiled by
Brad Franca

ARTS
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NKOTB's Joey Mclntyre 'stays the same'

IKRAM KHASIM
Staff Writer

Stay The Same

Artist: Joey Mclntyre
Label: C2 Records
Rating: ••
Okay, I'll admit it: I was
once a New Kids On The
Block fan. But it was way
back in 1986 when they
released their first album. It
was then the cool thing to be
an NKOTB fan; I joined the
crowd. And the fact that they
voiced out positive messages
to a mass of screaming teens
was what gained them
approval from all over the
world.

Fa<;t forward
fnru/arH frr*
1QQQ_T3 cessful multi million
:ii:
J _ I I _ ..
.
* .
Fast
to 1999-13
dollaring to cash in to the boy band
years after-and I find two of making boy bands like 98 sound is a bad move for
my favorite mem
someone who has
bers, Jordan Knight,
already been there.
and Joey Mclntyre,
I'm not saying
churning out sepa
that
the
songs
rate solo albums
suck—that's
far
(Jordan
Knight's
from
the
fact.
debut album will be
Mclntyre is talented
released on April
(he wrote almost all
20). Little "Joe Mac"
the songs in his
has of course grown
debut), has a great
up to be a man, a
vocal range, and
fine looking man I
significant emotion
might add. Ask a
al
capacity in letting
teen how good he
songs come to
his
looks, and they'll
life.
Particularly
only swoon.
VV UUL I.
' •" amazing
are the bal
M
Vet, good looks clntyre still stuck in the NKOTB mold.
lads "Stay The
are not always the criteria for Degrees and N'SYNC is Same (the first single), "I
becoming a good performer. exactly that. What Mclntyre Cried
and, "The Way That I
Of course, the recipe for suc- failed to realize was that try- Loved You
The tracks "We
"J

J

'Phantom' to close
UOP's 75th season

V W

Matrix

Can Get Down" and "LPt
Take You For A
are

Rid<

danceabi

the album gets.
However, at first lisf
Stay The Same conjures
one word: corny. Lyrics I
"I hoPe you always stay |
same / cuz there's nothi
b°uty?U 1 WOuld Aan:
and^ baby, all I wanna dc
you" borders on the verge
cliched absurdity.
If Mclntyre wants to
regarded as an artist,
needs to get out of the mc
that has been set for him
years ago by Maurice Sta
He's can't be little "Joe Ma
forever.

is reserved, yet sensitive. whole has a lingering effe
She
is right in the heat of The images will reph
Continued from page 13
things with' the other men. themselves in your min
onist, seems to require min She can fight as well as any and the questions the mov
imal
acting from Reeves. one. The rest of the cast is raises will come to you
THE PACIFICAN
in the catacombs of the opera
The focus is on Morpheus fine. Their characters are your dreams. So, go see tl
house, hears Christine singing
"Phantom! The opera's one day. He has an apprecia and Fishbourne does an either likeable or detestable. film and find out what tl
—
3Ulllc
also provide some
been invaded by a phantom!" tion of music and falls in love excellent job of portraying They
matrix is for yourself. Lea\
However, not the same with her voice alone. He gives the solid and knowing hero- humor throughout the film, your preconceived notio
father fTcu'
figure. I\als
also
liked
The
is not
as sharp
Phantom that Andrew Lloyd her voice lessons anonymous- 5™
° Hked
The ending
ending is
not as
sharp behind. Let "The *
Matri
P
Trinity
as
the
res
Weber has made famous. The ly by wearing a mask' to discS u
^
'
t of the movie. But, surprise, thrill and ch;
„ , i i i .invade the
• guise—
Phantom that will
his hideous face. When o n e o f M o r p h e u s c l a n . S h e i t m a k e s s e n s e . T h e f i l m a s a l e n g e y o u .
UOP stage in mid-April is she is ready, he has her audi
empathetic and greatly in love tion for the opera. She stuns
WE'VE BEEN N A M E D O N E O F THE
and need of his victim, everyone and is immediately
Christine Daae. Yeston and hired. However, the jealous
COMPANIES TO WORK FOR
Kopit teamed up to write a wife of the owner does all in
musical based on "The her power to ruin Christine's
Phantom of the Opera," but success. Meanwhile, Christine
Weber beat them to the stage is torn between her love for
with his musical version. They Philippe and her increasing
Bay Area, Sd€famtr\to« Stookton and Modesto
created their version of the love for her anonymous mae
snrhS^nr>entry leVe' position ass|sting in all operational functions
novel shortly after Weber's stro, the Phantom.
process,n9 customer transactions, developing a client
hoc
became famous, and it is this
The beauty of "Phantom"
Draornm h?0rlHUClin9 a" °ther daily °Perati°nal activities. Our
production that University of comes from the way the
the Pacific will close their sea Phantom's life and history
advnn^l^o tVh
? nees wlth the tools and skills to rapidly
next leveL Candidates should possess a high
o
,
,
son with. "Phantom" will unfold throughout the story,
open April 16 and will run for and how he has gained his
fo leorn
h °me
*mer ServiCe exP®dence, a willingness
iness from
two weekends, through the appreciation
attiti
trip
to
d®
ground up, and maintain a flexible
of
music.
attitude toward working and training. We require a 4 year
25th.
Directed by guest director
of Doyne Mraz,
roHto6 °T eVOnt exPerience< a clean DMV record, a valid
story is told
1RMOPhantom"
11 is a legend
°
AYIICIZ., the
uie srory
California driver's license, and strong communication skST
n8a§eitSaUdi"
thr°Ugh the mind of the
ence A r^
mun8 smtor
?r* ©xohang#, m offfti:
nm £x
Phantom, "dreamlike and disQop' n, P,atron °f *e Paris torted, surreal and unreal" in
• Entry level pay plus an incentive plan,
^. a'rhh,llPpe de Chandon the style of impressionistic art
inutes Christine, a farm girl, to
"Phantom" will open in the
• Promotional opportunities.
^ opera for singing lessons, renovated
Long
Theatre
on
Q
-»-V.11V-/ ULL
• Expansive benefit package.
However, the opera has been the UOP campus on Friday,
overtaken by a self-absorbed, April 16 and run 17,23, and 24
• 401 k and pension plan after 1 year of service.
greedy couple, and laugh at at 8:00 p.m., and April 18 and
W
the thought of giving a farm
25 at 5:00 p.m. Ticket prices are
Jm
0
^
0
girl singing lessons. The $15 general public, and $10
Please send your resui
Hp BOX 759
Phantom, a "ghost" who lives
Equal Opportunity Employer
See 'Phantom' page IS
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ayter's: Good food with a frown?
n v CACCIAPAGLIA
rirriADAniA

. . .
My eating partner
had
Writer
their mushroom meadow
r's was the place to ($3.35). This is a 1/3 lb
g ° burger with fresh sauteed
mushrooms.
With
the
; 61 Lincoln
exception of it being a little
• 477-9513 open
greasy, my friend was very
satisfied with his burger.
lily 7am-1 1pm
I. .A,
*•
The mushrooms were tasty
and the burger was a pretty
lien I was in high school, good size. We also tried the
still seems to be a popular homemade onion rings
ngout for teenagers. It's ($1.90). I loved them, but
order-at-the-counter- my friend said he could
ke-a-seat-wait-for-it-to- taste the batter too much to
his liking. In my opinion,
ne kind of place.
|My friend and I had din- the thick batter is what
r there although they also makes a really good onion
ve lunch and breakfast. I ring. I suppose it's all per
|icd the turkey sprouting sonal preference.
Another great
thing
3,60) that has roasted
Irkey, avocado, sprouts, about Payter's is the cheap
imatoes and mayo on prices. There are not too
ven grain wheat bread. I many places, with the
Hy enjoy this sandwich. exception of fast food,
> not heavy yet full of fla- where you can get a burger
and offers a variety of and a coke for under five
bucks.
ites.

laxwell presents
IE PACIFICAN
I Maxwell's Bool
12103 acific Avenue
|(209) 466-0194
' 8

a.m. -10 p.m.
Gallery Maxwell's previshow, photographs by
iruce Pharr, generated
«me interesting insights,
'harr is an advertising exec
utive who works in the Bay

'hantom

ontinued from page 14

udents, faculty, and senior
hzens. Tickets are available
the UOP box office or by
^ng 946-2UOP. For further
•formation call 946-2116.

Star Rating Key
• = If You Must
•• = Not Too Bad
••• = Pretty Good
*••• = Excellent
*••••= Can't Live
Without

Area. He likes showing his
fine art photography here in
his hometown, but doesn't
expect to sell it here.
Their new show, works
by Hans Haneveer, are
graphically accessible and
contain
adult
images.
Haneveer's themes revolve
around the erotic nature and
pleasure and pain. This
show is certain to elicit
strong reactions. On view
through April 29th.

. .

Now on the down side,
the service is nothing to
write home about. Over the
nine years I have gone
there, I cannot remember
when it was ever more than
mediocre on the personable
scale. Perhaps you can only
get hired if you can go an
entire day without smiling

once. I never would have
passed. This consistent per
sonality-less service makes
me wonder if "service with
a frown" is their motto. And
although smiles don't make
the food taste good, they do
help create a more inviting
and delightful aura for the
restaurant. Well, Payter's

has continued to stay in
business and I can guaran
tee you that the average
customer doesn't come in
for the lively, upbeat inter
action with the staff, so that
must say something great
about the food.

Payter's, located in Lincoln Center, dishes out lots of smiles but may be lacking in quality.

Women's history
PACIFICAN
The Mexican Heritage
Center/Artistas del Valle
proudly present "El Arte de la
Mujer - The Art of Woman," a
view into the souls of Latina
women through their art. It is a
collaborative effort of more
than 30 female artists from
within San Joaquin County
and Sacramento the show will
run through April 17 at the

Mexican Heritage Center locat
ed at 523 E. Main Street in
Stockton. Gallery hours are
12:00 to 4:30 p.m., Thursday
through Friday.
A presentation on the
Women of the Mexican
Revolution will be given on
Friday, April 9 from 7-9 p.m. by
Connie Martinez, an educator
at Edison High School. Visitors
to the gallery on April 16, from
7 to 9 p.m. will be treated to the
performing arts by Franklin
Drama students

A&E WEB NAVIGATOR

Y

Gregory Viet*
Owner

IIEXRl'S

COCKTAILS

When You Can Throw Your Nun on the floor

Stockton's Best Kept Secret
Tues: $1 tequilla shots
Wed: $2 Millers +
South Park
at KMX) PM
Thurs: $1 Bud s
Party on the Weekends!!
(209) 941-4272

1328 E Harding Wqr • Suxfctm C A <*yy

I know there's
something yo want to see
in A&E! E-mail me at
a4ce@thepacifican.com

C I N !• M A 8
UttlltolKM
945 M<0

E

Bargain Matin*** m () ry.
Advanr* T«k*t Sales
Avaitabi* at th* Box OfBc*

Mever Been
Kissed - PG13

Daily (2:30.500) 7:30.1000
tarty Show FT*-Sun (1200)

Twin Dragons - PG 13
Da*y(3:2S.5 30) 7JS.»50
bity Shown Fr*-Sun(l IPS. 1:15)

Go - R

Daily (2:IS.445) 70S.930
Early Show Fn-Surv (I MS)

lie Matrix - R

Da»y(l 4S.4:10.4-40) 7:10.
7 40. IOCS
Early Show Fri-Sun: (H 00.1 10)
Lata Show FrvSec 1030 PM

Forces of Nature - PG 13
Daily (245.5 IS) 7-45.10IS
EaMy Show Frt-Stxv (12:1S)

Winner o( 7 Academy AwnnJ*
mdudtng Best Picture * Best Actress

Shakespeare in Love - R
Da4y (I 40,4 30) 7 IS. 4SS
Early Show Frt-Surr (1110)

ED TV - PG 13

Dtfy(4JS) 7 20,1010

"he King and I - G
Darfy (2-10)
Earty ShowFr^Suft(lllO
Friday -Thursday

- 4/15

ARTS
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Horoscopes
Junior
Mint

Taurus

(MarcK^b^to April 19)
Concentrate oh,,, ways to
improve overall, security. Do
the necessary^research about
investment matters. Make
importanfjo|RJtffibves.

ALEX ZAMANSKY
News Editor

(April 2Q to May ;
. you
worth'
POrtuniti,
Educal
distant cc
cerns ]
plans
visit fa

I have found that the best
f way to get a table fast and
quick at a fancy restaurant is
to inform the hostess that
you are meeting a party that
is already seated. You wan
der aimlessly into the restau- j
rant look around vicariously, I
and then seat yourself any
(September,
to October
where you like. Of course, it
22) It's aj||p
becomes a little awkward
§fe|ble time
I later when the waitress asks j for sho^jfirij; aoqd will
brings yq/ thy
I 'what you would like to j
pynation of
co-workqjgrjl
order' and you answer by
Can safely
mix busineSs a
lleasure.
simply asking for a menu.
So, I went and saw the
most disturbing movie of all
time, 8mm with Nocholas j
I Cage. I have never seen so j
j much perverse crap at any j
I one time. 1 won't say how J
the movie ended or what
went on, except for the fact
I that the movie surrounded j
Ryan and Tad rescued
Lucas encouraged Taylor
around a gross snuff movie.
Sonny was surprised at
Kay felt apprehensiv
Dixie from Branden. Jack to pursue Eric. Mike and
This is definitely not "my
Hannah's
gruff
rejection,
about
Mac's decision t
was shaken when Trevor Carrie wound up behind
bag." At the end, all 1 was
Jason
sustained
a
minor
gunleave
the
homeless shelter t
questioned his motives for bars. Kate silenced Roberto
thinking was how much I
shot
wound
at
the
Moreno
find
her
friend.
As Nick pr<
becoming district attorney once and for all. Craig,
like "happy movies."
drug-bust.
Later,
as
Jax
and
pared
to
seach
for Victo
Trevor and Janet said an Nancy and Ali fled after a
So much for sleep last
Alexis
followed
Helena
to
Michael
intended
to mak
emotional goodbye to Tim. run-in with the police.
weekend, eh? Day Light
Cairo, their helicopter devel- the most of Nick's absenc
Savings time once again beat
oped mechanical difficulties, from Genoa City
j down my door and took an J
hour of sleep away from me.
'Model open daily
So, 1 took earnestly took my j
revenge and slept until 1
'Unique 1 , 2 4 3
I pan., an hour later than I nor-1
mally do. Needless to say I ]
have not yet quite gotten
used to the new schedule or
Best Value!
I the fact that the sun shines I
simple and fresh
until after 7p.m.
j
Best Location!!
Lastly, I would like to add
some deep philosophy to my I
Grouse Run Apartments
column. If you think of a
4738 Grouse Run Drive • (209) 957-6710
j week and a half not solely as
Iry one of our five different steak entrees,
: a week and a half, but as a
chicken and pasta dishes or salads.
percentage of the amount of
the time one needs to come to
Wireless Services
terms with one'sself, it's real
PAGING SERVICE
Authorized Dealer
served on Friday nights, while it lasts!
ly quite fantastic. Typically
landmark decisions take j
per M »=oiP iku
months. I can just imagine, j
month*
on Saturday nights.
no...in fact, I can SEE how
much better the world would j
Don't forget our scrumptious
be if people could figure
things out in just thisshort of
LIMITED TIME.
time.
j I
RESTRICTIONS APPLY
only $10.95

Soap Opera Updates

All My
Children

Days of Our
Lives

General
Hospital

The Young arte
the Restless

DONNA KAWtll

WE'RE MORE THAN JUST

FISH

J

CLOPPINO

AWT

SROOfUpaiii
H

RIB EYE STEAK & PRAWN COMBO
SUNDAY BRUNCH

'LIMITED TIME RESTRICTION APPLY

314 Lincoln Center • 956-0270

—•
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igers take a splitter vs. UC Irvine and NAU
EMILY DAVIDSON
Staff Writer

Pacific's tennis program has
one secret weapon: positivity.
Maria Mendez has coached
her team to believe that above
all else, to remain positive is the
greatest asset on the court.
Last weekend tested the pos
itive nature of the Pacific team
when harsh winds and tough
competition produced a 4-5
loss against UC Irvine on
Friday. The Tigers rebounded
0 with the aid of their undying
|optimism to a 5-0 singles sweep
n against Northern Arizona
1 University on Saturday.
"It was a bittersweet week

ntinued from page 20
ow a hit through four
tigs, got drilled for seven
i in the fifth, dropping his
ord to 5-2 on the season.

Todd Bramble went 2- 4 for the
Tigers, who managed just five
hits as a team.
Determined for a victory, the
Tigers again took to the field
Saturday to do battle with the
Titans once more. This time the

West Baseball
Conference
W L

Overall
W L

11

1

27

Pacific

8

4

23 11

[Long Beach State

7

4

16

14

Nevada

6

5

20

11

UC Santa Barbara

6

6

18 14

Cal Poly

5

7

14

Sacramento State

3

9

13 22

New Mexico State

1 11

Cal State Fullerton

[TEAM LEGENDSI

12

6

15
24

end," said Mendez. "We tried
hard on Friday and lost but
stayed positive and won on
Saturday."
Pacific's (11-7, 6-2 Big West
and now No. 72 in nation)
Susanne Bertel, Christiane
Barthel, Kendra Lamb and
Sandija Zarina secured four out
of the six singles games allow
ing Irvine to claim only the sec
ond and fourth seats.
"The wind made it tough on
Friday, "said Mendez. "But you
have to realize that it is windy
on both sides of the net. Our
doubles weakness was more of
a factor in the loss."
All three Pacific doubles
teams fell to Irvine with fierce

scores of80,83 and 84, allow
ing UCI to take the match.
Positive thoughts led the
Tigers into Saturday's contest
with Northern Arizona, moved
to West Lane Racquet dub due
to rain and winds above 35
mph. Their optimism paid off.
Bertel piloted the victory
with a 64, 83 defeat over
Susanna Wallin at the number
one position. Bertel currently
No. 92 in the nation, leads the
team with a 183 record for the
season and currently has an 11game undefeated streak.
Teammates Barthel, Zarina and
Dina Dajani also produced
straight set wins over Arizona.
"It was intense, "said Dajani.

key was not offense, but pitch
ing, and good pitching as the
Tigers were able to hand CSUF
its first Big West Conference
loss of the season.
Tigers Travis Fleming and
Mark Short combined to allow
just a single earned run, help
ing the Tigers to a 4-3 victory.
Fleming went seven innings,
striking out 10 Titans to
improve to 3-0 on the year.
Short, absolutely on fire this
season, brought in the Big
West's best ERA and didn't
disappoint. He kept the
Fullerton State bats quiet to
earn his fifth save of the sea
son. The Titans did threaten in
the ninth inning, but a diving
stop by shortstop Robbie
Wood resulted in the gameending
double
play.
Sophomore centerfielder Nick
Guichard had two hits and
scored a run for the Tigers.
The Tigers (23-11 overall, 84
Big West) stay home this week
to face the Nevada Wolfpack
(20-11,6-5 BWC) this weekend.

Women's Water Polo

Bears play Golden
against UOP
with three goals. Amy Valois
and Molly Smith got on the
Pacific women's water polo board for UOP with one goal
team fell to 814 overall (0-9 each.
Cal's defense shut out
MPSF) with a 185 loss at
Pacific's offense in
California
on
Friday, Apr. 2.
Pacific
5 the first and third
periods.
California
C o l e t t e
jumped to an early California 13
Glinchowski and
3-0 lead following
the first period. The Tigers bat four other Golden Bears netted
tled back by outscoring Cal 4-3 two goals each. UOP goalkeep
in the second period to get er Kenna Sasser made six saves
within 64. The Golden Bears on the day.
Next up, Pacific will travel to
were able to run away with the
for
the
MPSF
match when they outscored the UCLA
Championship Tournament
Tigers 7-1 in the second half.
Can Bertrand led the Tigers from April 9-11.
THE PACIFICAN

NEw SPRIMG HQU&S!
OPEN MONDAY DINNER

T"SHIRTS,

„
.5, HATS, JACKETS MUGS,
PENS
VI
pENS, KEYCHAINS,
& MORE!!

BRING IN THIS AD AND
i RECIEVE 5% OFF THE
BEST PRICES IN TOWN
IN US AT OUR NEW LOCATION
4627 E. FREMONT, STOCKTON
469-2474 FAX:469-4589

Wmo .,
*17*

11:30-2:30

GiftLlZ
I t 0 T I f I1

SO scf Up ice!
nterru

www.inreach.com • 800-446-7322 • info "inreach.com

V

NOW OPEN TUESDAY LUNCH

Student and Faculty Special!
Local 56k access
FREE Software
FREE Internet Book
10 Megs Web Space
Toll-free Tech Support
30 Money Back Guarantee

*

LOCAL NIGHT - "All Dinner Entree's S10.00 fir Under
Dinners 5r00 - 9.-00 p.m.

Infernef y\cce.%s
•
•
•
•
•
•

"I just focused and played my
best"
Dajani defeated NAU's
Vickie Gunnarssoil with scores
of 7-6 and 64 in the second
position. Maret*La Sanchez post
ed a 87, 81, 7-5 victory over
Kim Bruno at No. 4.
"I felt in control the whole
time," said Sanchez.
Pacific plays non-conference
opponents, Santa Clara, St.
Mary's and Oregon, before
heading to the Big West
Conference Tournament.
"The team is looking very
good for the Tournament," said
Mendez, "We have the oppor
tunity to do very well if we stay
positive."

'Half Price Pizza
Tuesday Nights
I

riit-tiui tmiu»u

I•

lie I

I

Buy One Mocha Get One |
TREE! with this ad! |
ExpursMav 20.

6629 EMBARCADERO DRIVE 9 BEN HOLT
RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED 474-6585

|
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Big West Honors
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Men's Volleyball

Diamond accolades Tough act to follow

Tim Jenson. UCSD's lead
player Donald Chen posted
Sophomore catcher Erica
an impressive 15 kills against
Reynolds was selected as the
It was a weekend full of the Tigers keeping the kill
Big WestConference Position
thrilling action, tough compe totals close at 52-44 for the
Player of the Week for the
tition and sensational finishes match.
for the Tigers.
period ending April 4.
"We had our moments,"
Reynolds led the Tigers at
Actually, no, it was nothing said Herrick, "but at times we
the plate, hitting .500 (7-forlike that.
played down to the level of
14) during five games for
The weekend was anything the other team. I wish we
Pacific last week, driving in
but spectacular for the wouldn't have, we didn't
seven runs for the Tigers.
University of the Pacific team have to. San Diego was, I
Erica Reynolds
Reynolds went two-forwho swept the low-ranked don't want to say bad, I will
three with a three-run home run and five RBI in the
UC San Diego and University say they were not the best."
Tigers' 6-0 victory over
of La Verne. The Tigers posted
Pacific led the game to a 15UNLV in the first game of a
two more wins moving them 12,15-7,15-9 decision in a lit
doubleheader on Mar 31.
to a 13-8 season (9-7 tle over an hour partly due to
Travis Fleming (3-0) led
Mountain Pacific Sports the fact that the Tiger's attack
UOP to a 4-3 upset win over
Federation) and continuing percentage nearly doubled
CSU Fullerton on April 3.
their 9-0 home record.
the Tritons' figures for the
Fleming pitched a solid
"It's good scheduling to match. Saturday's match was
seven innings smoking 10
have matches at this time of more of the same with the
strikeouts and giving up
the year where we don't have University of La Verne lasting
only one earned run. With
to worry about playing really only 30 minutes longer and
the win, UOP snapped
hard opponents," said UOP five points closer in score.
CSUF's 17-game win streak.
head
coach Wortmann. "The
La Verne is a Division III
Travis Fleming
games were purely business. team with little reputation on
We played well, we got a lot the coast (10-11) and had
Men's Lacrosse
of people in and we won."
hardly any expectations of
After
beating
No.15 beating No. 12 Pacific.
Stanford in a dramatic five- Leading the Leopards' scor
game struggle on Wednesday, ing was Alex Lienert who
STEVE CABRAL
quarter Pacific got goals from Mar. 31 (13-15,11-15,15-8,15- produced 21 kills against the
Staff Writer
senior Steve Cabral, Zach 6, 15-12), the two match Tigers.
Swanson and Adams punched weekend was an anticlimactic
"I love coming out here
Intimidation can be a factor in his second of the day to exercise for the increasingly
and
playing the big schools,"
that can win games. Once a make it a 10-5 game.
tired team.
said
Lienert. "We are always
team gets into your head they
The Wildcats put in two
The UC San Diego Tritons the underdogs but it is fun
can take you out of your game. goals near the end of the quar are the bottom dwellers of the
That is what Chico does ter but fire defense played a lot Pacific Division standings anyway. Pacific is a great
best. Last Saturday as Pacific tougher giving up only three with 4-16 for the year and 0- team and I think we chal
lenged them. What more can
(7-5, 2-3 division) took on the goals in the half. Chico won 1215 for MPSF after their loss to you ask for?"
top-rated team in their confer 5.
Pacific on Friday night. Dylan
La Verne was a surprising
ence, Chico State (7-2,5-0).
Pacific had a good season Herrick and Vladimir Andric challenge for the Tigers who
It was 6-0 after the first quar and saw seniors Uriah Delozier
led the slaughter with 10 kills let their fatigue produce close
ter and the Chico fans were and Eric Shanker explode in
each, followed by eight from game scores of 15-13, 16-14,
heckling Pacific on their own contributing
points.
field. By halftime Chico was on Sophomore Joel Coif had a
top 9-0.
great year in goal as expected
Pacific stayed positive and and freshman Jeff Lum added
went out in the second half explosiveness to the team.
W/
Q^f
determined to get some respect
"This is the best team that
from this team. Robbie Adams we have had in awhile," said
ostcm ai» rtttw mtrn ma rows
started the scoring off by taking Coach Snaider, "We had a team
the ball in himself.
that was dedicated, well-bal BILL AND SHEREE TAYLOR
OCA,. *r*H*re> golpsmiths
A goal by Garrett Lumley anced and everyone con
fired up team intensity.
7 he wimoii is riffUt around
tributed to win."
The Tiger's defense started
the corner...
Pacific finished the season
hitting and Pacific was not fourth in their division and will
Need rune grips?
going to go down without a play the No. 1 seeded Chico
t let tuned up for the season.
mm-mmm-m?
fight in the second half. The State Wildcats on the road.
(209)952-4665
mrn-m
score was 10-2 at the end of the
A UOP upset would send
P2t W. Hammer Lane
third quarter but the team had the Tigers to San Francisco for
»ocfctoc,CA
ftrtt Vboda Stepping Center
woken up and was playing the WCLL Tournament April
with confidence. In the fourth 17-19.
K* AII, TOUR HfOFESSENAL GCILFSMiTH
NSEOS
THE PAC1FICAN

EMILY DAVIDSON
Staff Writer

Tigers awaken late

4

Advanced

AUTHENTIC
NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA

ifef
Ave. MB
JS& (1 Block From 1-5)

Vladi Andric storms the
and 15-6. La Verne excelk
defense with 10 team bli
to Pacific's seven.
"La Verne played extn
ly well," said Wortm.
"They had a lot more mot
tion to win because they
competing for a Divisioi
(playoff) berth. Also, I tl
they pulled ahead bea
our guys were so tired,
was their third match in
days."
Pacific will face to
competition this weekent
the A.G. Spanos Center
a doubleheader against
No. 8 Hawaii. The tut
looks bright for the Tigei
they produce two wins: t
could host the first rount
the playoffs for the first t
in school history.
"Hawaii isn't very gooc
the island. They are 1-6," s
Wortmann. "Our men
rise to the occasion. I h
always
liked
play
(Hawaii) at home because
win."

STroflll
f Tr Di i i
iWCWL

$2,00 Off
Arty Lai^e Piaa
dieww
onecopperpiB
|expire* 6/1^]
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Germ<

EMILY DAVIDSON
Gf Writer

UOP's German

"Grist" is the German word
National geist, school
•ist, and team geist can all be
und on the tennis courts
here five German students
,d one German coach battle
i die honor of their school
yi their native country.
ijOP men's tennis coach
ido Baumann is a native of
iwanfeld, Germany and the
in responsible for the majorof Pacific's international
miting. Pacific's tennis team
lotoriously the most diverse
campus.
"It's fun, we learn some
ing from everyone," said
lumann. "We have Kengo
sui) from Japan, we have the
ermans, we have a Swede,
e have several Americans,
reryone learns something
am it."
Junior Christian Peintner
neviously
played
for
aumann at Augusta State
Wversity earning a No. 29
sion II National Ranking
• before
fol1 lowing his
(assistant
1 coach to the
University of
I the Pacific.
1 Before
mnann
moving to
omia, Baumann scouted
Fiedler, currently
91 in the nation and
r spirit.

Connection
Key
1 Alexander Fiedler
2 Dietrich Haug
3 Christian Peintner
4 Guido Baumann
5 Christiane Barthel
6 Susanne Bertel
women's program Bertel has a
gram at a club tournament in
singles record of 13-3 in the No.
Germany. Fiedler and Haug
1 spot in her first spring season
currently hold the No. 1 and 2
as a Tiger and is ranked No. 92
singles positions on the team.
"They are all very nice guys. in the nation.
Barthel occupies
That's part of the reason
the third slot for the
why I recruited them,"
team (led by head
said Baumann. "They
coach Maria Mendez)
are very low mainte
and has earned a 8-5
nance, low risk. The)
singles record this
are here to .practice
year.
hard, study hard and
These numbers tell
play hard, that is all I 5. Bertel
of their achievements
Tauma™ also helped .o «<£«»£•
Ihe

(foreign) students can speak lot

k

tramural Soccer is in its
file playoffs are right arw
teams that will be participate
ire: j.
r's Open
ires

tec B
zaii I
zaii n

play-

Men's B

Kane
Wemar
AKL >
Team USA

division will not be hai ing a
. due to lack of games played

DG

Co-Rec A
Soccer GcMs ^
AKL Gold
Ankle Busters *
International Ballets

llntrittnural Golf Tournament is
*
" r April 23. The tourX structured' as a medal format
. tots
of. Championship Flight
R' v
: (©-91), Second Flight (92Ertres will<***
'
„
_ all
.11 entries
anlntK must
mUSt be
be
,5
21r?at PloJm,

? the 4v4 Sand Volleyball To^nuT^ naj
ike place on the Raney Sand voll!>^"
, next to the Intramural
UUBl br'fumed into the Intramural Office .
kpril 28, before 3:00pm.

The team makes us
strong," said Haug. "We spend
so much time together, they
are my fnends and my family
We help each other because tt
is difficult coming to a foreign
country, knowing nothing
Their stones are much like
any other Pacific student s.
They had to learn how to do
their own laundry, pay their
own bills, get along with their
roommates and eat the cafete
ria food, but they had to do it
almost 6,000 miles away from
home. Their hometowns in
Germany range from the
urban center of Munich with a
population of over 1J million
w here Peintner resides, to tinsmall village of Freudenstadt
that has around 2^00 residents
including Haug.
"I am used to living in a big
city where there is so much to
do," said Peintner "Stockton is
... well - different. I think there
is only one club here, Stockton
themselves.
"Being a foreign student Rocks' or something like that. 1
like the campus though, it is
gives you a second world,
said Peintner. "It's two totally like a little community here "
Despite their social troubles,
different lives: my life in
the team has managed
Germany and my life
to maintain an excel
here. It gives me some
lent GPA. Fiedler and
thing to compare to. "
Peintner have quali
For their German
fied for Academic Alllives, the players share
Conference
with
many of the same mem
grades well above a
ories The rigorous high
3.6.
school education, the C.
An added challenge
years of boring English
in their success at UOP was the
classes, the challenge of balanc
ing dub tennis with school, the diversity of accents they were
exposed to by their melting pot
dav they met Guido and the
teams while they tried to learn
day the) decided to leave.
"1 took seven years of prop English
"At the beginning it was
er English in Germany," said
hard to understand the team,
Bertel, "but you don't actually
said Barthel. "For example,
loam how »talk When 1 first
(teammate)
Diana
got here it was so hard to

SHEA'S®
nble'. 1 learned and after tour
_ _

i

J

•. v. i r

weeks it wasn't » hard any
more. On this campus it is easy
to be a foretgn student, every
one helps you."
For their on campus lives,
they also share many evperv
ences: the frustration with the
language, the difficul^m
ingalone for the first time, the
homesickness and the new
family they have found «n the
team.

now it is nothing She
like that Sandqa has her
Latvian accent it'* no"'"'
now. American slang like
•guys* and stuff* abo took i
while to team."
Despite all the challenge f
an international tear
Pacific's "auslandrscher" stu
dents prove through
actions that diversity is the
<pic* of bfe on and off the
courts-
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Baseball

Titanic win comes on heels of bad losses

Cop

JOSH MONTERO
Staff Writer

tresnman Jason Walker awaits a Cal State Fullerton pitch.

HAL NELSON
TENNIS COURTS
NEW OPEN REC
HOURS
SPRING 1 9 9 9

Monday
6-9 p.m.
Thursday
6-9 p.m.
Saturday
9 a.m.-2 p.m.
Sunday
4-8 p.m.
Free use to Baun
Fitness members
$3 per use for
non-members

Usually a good win against a
nationally ranked team can
erase the pain of losing to them.
UOP ended Cal State
Fullerton's 17-game winning
streak with a 4-3 upset win over
the No. 7 Titans last Saturday in
the last game of a three-game
series. CSUF topped Pacific 15-2
and 13-7 in the other two week
end games.
Thursday night's game,
pushed up from Friday to avoid
playing on Easter Sunday, was
Fullerton State's chance to show
just why they hold their No. 7
ranking. They erupted for 13
runs, and shelled junior hurler
Steve Fischer who gave up nine
runs in just five innings of
work.
Doing the damage for the
Titans (27-6 overall, 11-1 Big

C. COLTON
Sports Editor

murx priori
West) was Ryan Owens who
homered twice and drove in six
runs. For the Tigers, freshman
right fielder Richard Hackett
went 2-4 with two doubles and
an RBI.
The rematch Friday night
was more of the same. The
Titans made the Tiger's upset
hopes crash like the Y2K bug,
pummeling Pacific 15-2. Junior
ace Darrin Moore, who didn't
See Baseball, page 17

Softball

Aggies get swept up and under
THE PACIFICAN

Pacific completed a threegame sweep over Utah State
on Saturday, Apr. 3, as the
Tigers earned a 5-2 victory at
Bill Simoni Field. With the
win, Pacific improved to 2312 overall and 5-1 in the Big
West Conference.
Senior Brandee McArthur
recorded the win for the
Tigers allowing only two
runs, one earned, and scat
tering five hits. McArthur
recorded two strikeouts as
she improved to 12-6 on the
season.
The Tigers took an early
lead as all five of Pacific's
runs were scored during the
bottom of the second inning.
Sophomore Erica Reynolds
led the Tigers at the plate,
going 2-for-3 with an RBI.
Adrienne Ratajczak and
Erin Halonen each recorded

a hit apiece for Pacific.
Barely squeaking past
USU in the first game 1-0,
Pacific saved their firepower
for the nightcap beating the
Aggies 9-0 last Friday.
Pacific's lone run of the
first game came during the
bottom of the first inning as
sophomore
shortstop
Ratajczak (Anaheim, Calif.)
recorded her first triple of
the season before scoring off
a Utah State error. McArthur
(Santa Ana, Calif.) earned
the victory in the opener,
striking out eight while scat
tering seven hits, to improve
to 11-6.
During the nightcap Tiger
freshman
Cindy
Ball
(Camarillo, Calif.) recorded
her third shutout of the sea
son, allowing only one hit
while striking out five, to
improve to 6-4 on the sea
son.

The Tigers scored nine
runs off of six hits, including
a double apiece from sopho
mores Reynolds and Natalie
Farmer.
The Tigers return to action
hosting UC Santa Barbara
yesterday afternoon but a
final score was not available
at press time.

Erica Reynolds trots on home.

Short bravo
Bravo to Mark Shor
sticking it to the No. 7 Tib
Fullerton. The Short man,
West best ERA of 1.14,
into Saturday's UOP-<
baseball game and slam me
door shut. He picked u]
fifth save in two inninj
work, and hasn't allowed.
in 31 innings.
Hawaiians: Bring it on!
Herein lies the questioi
true to your school or
homeland? In the Haw
islands the University
Hawaii men's volleyball te
practically a pro team.
UH's home matches are
vised throughout the isl
and the v-ball players
celebrities. This explains
sheer number of U
Hawaiian student body
Stockton's Hawaiian poula
that turn out and cheer for
Rainbows. Be there tomo
night and again on Saturd
the Spanos Center at 7 p.m
I got your aloha right hi
Aloha shirts for this w
end's UOP-UH v-ball m
Mandatory. Board sh
Optional. Flip-flops: Opti
Grass skirts and coconut
Yes please. UH Rainbow
Only if you plan on getting
down.
Fleming and Reynolds i
Pacific scored a rare Big
Player of the Week in so
and Pitcher of the VVee
baseball. Travis Flenung
honors for baseball and '
Reynolds didn't disappo11
the old softball diamond,
work, kids.

